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	🌲🌲 Special Match Offer: In honor of Earth Day, any gift you make to Earthjustice in April will be matched $2:$1. Donate 💚
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Looking for more?

	Visit Career Opportunities to join our team at Earthjustice
	Visit Action Alerts for ways to get involved and take action
	Visit Our Team to meet Earthjustice's senior leadership and program staff
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                            Press Release
                            
                            March 28, 2024
                        

                        National Conservation and Environmental Groups Respond to BLM Methane Waste Rule

                        BLM rule take steps to reduce waste from routine venting and flaring of gas at well sites



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: John Beard, Jr., stands a block away from where he grew up in Port Arthur, TX, where a petrochemical facility is located adjacent to a playground. Port Arthur is one of the most polluted communities in the country. (Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            April 8, 2024
                        

                        “In the Belly of the Beast”: A Conversation with Port Arthur Community Action Network’s John Beard, Jr.

                        A lifelong Port Arthur resident takes the fight for clean air and water directly to polluting industries.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            In the News: The Athens News
                            
                            April 2, 2024
                        

                        Athens County residents receive update on K&H injection wells

                        James Yskamp, Attorney, Fossil Fuels Program: “Ohio has injection laws because we take our neighboring states’ waste, we take on most of Pennsylvania’s waste and a lot of West Virginia’s.”



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Steel mills in East Chicago, Indiana, on the shore of Lake Michigan. (Matthew Kaplan / Alamy Stock Photo)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 18, 2024
                        

                        Final Steel Mill Rule Will Prevent 64 Tons of Hazardous Air Emissions Annually

                        Despite significant industry pushback, EPA takes important step to regulate steel production, one of the worst sources of toxic heavy metal air pollution 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: A pump jack over an oil well along Interstate 25 near Dacono, Colo., on Dec. 22, 2018. (David Zalubowski / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            March 28, 2024
                        

                        Quiz: Can You See Through the Fossil Fuel Industry’s Greenwashing Tactics?

                        Instead of outright climate denial, the new fossil fuel industry strategy is delaying action on climate change through confusing greenwashing tactics.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: After years of inaction by the federal government, the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed long-overdue limits on six PFAS in drinking water. (Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            February 29, 2024
                        

                        Inside EPA’s Roadmap on Regulating PFAS Chemicals

                        Toxic “forever chemicals” remain laxly regulated.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: California Governor Gavin Newsom is seen while visiting the community destroyed by the Dixie Fire in Greenville, California in 2021. (Stephen Lam / The San Francisco Chronicle via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            March 12, 2024
                        

                        California Plans to Waste $27 Billion Bankrolling a Polluters’ Paradise

                        With the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, California would be locked in to waste $27 billion in climate dollars on dirty fuels over the next decade. It’s up to Governor Newsom to fix it.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image:  Sheila Tahir, the bike ride manager with the Louisiana Bucket Brigade, demonstrates how the organization collects air samples for testing during a bicycle tour in Norco, Louisiana on March 16, 2022. (Brad Zweerink / Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Article
                            
                            March 29, 2024
                        

                        How Gulf of Mexico Residents Are Pushing Back on the Oil and Gas Industry

                        Locals aren’t letting dirty industry expand in the Gulf without a fight.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Equipment owned by Stronghold Digital Mining, Inc., used to mine cryptocurrencies and powered by the Scrubgrass Generating Plant near Kennerdell, Pennsylvania, in Venango County.]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            December 21, 2023
                        

                        PA Enviro Groups File Appeal for Urgent Removal of Hazardous Coal Ash ‘Mountain’ at Scrubgrass Crypto Facility

                        Massive unauthorized coal ash ‘mountain,’ growing for years; PA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) granted cryptomining polluter Scrubgrass a 4-year leash: toxic coal ash waste allowed to persist



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Orcas in Puget Sound. (Tifotter / CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            case
                            
                            January 8, 2024
                        

                        Protecting Salmon and Orcas from Puget Sound Wastewater Pollution

                        Working with four nonprofit environmental organizations — Puget Soundkeeper Alliance, RE Sources, Toxic-Free Future, and Waste Action Project — Earthjustice is advocating for more stringent pollution controls for the wastewater treatment plant to help protect salmon, orcas, and people.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Changemakers call for the EPA to hold utilities accountable for their coal ash pollution, on the day of an in-person public hearing held by the agency in Chicago on Jun. 28, 2023. (Jamie Kelter Davis for Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            December 22, 2023
                        

                        ‘Do Your Job, EPA’: Stories From the Frontlines of Coal Ash

                        By law, before government regulations are adopted or changed, agencies must ask the public — you — to weigh in.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Residents observe the fire consuming the TPC Group plant on Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019, in Port Neches, Texas. Two massive explosions 13 hours apart tore through the chemical plant and one left several workers injured. (Marie D. De Jesús / Houston Chronicle via AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 1, 2024
                        

                        EPA Strengthens Chemical Disaster Safeguards 

                        Nearly 180 million people live in the worst-case scenario zones for a chemical disaster 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: The Shell Norco Manufacturing Complex, an oil refinery, is located in Norco, La., 10 miles upriver from New Orleans. (Gerald Herbert / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 21, 2024
                        

                        EPA Closes Emissions Loopholes Abused by Refineries and Chemical Plants

                        The rule removes loopholes companies used to avoid reporting harmful toxic emissions during force majeure events



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            In the News: Orlando Sentinel
                            
                            February 9, 2024
                        

                        Florida could remove majority of climate change references from state law

                        Bradley Marshall, Attorney, Florida Office: “It does send a statement that even though we are seeing the impacts of climate change increasing every year in the state — more people being impacted by stronger hurricanes, we’re seeing sea level rise, we’re seeing hotter summers — that we don’t think that is something we should be…



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: An industrial hog facility in North Carolina. Hog feces and urine are flushed into open, unlined pits and then sprayed onto nearby fields. The practice leads to waste contaminating nearby waters, and drifting as "mist" onto neighboring properties. (Friends of Family Farmers)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            February 15, 2024
                        

                        Coalition of Groups Submits Comments Urging EPA to Require Industrial Animal Feeding Operations to Report their Dangerous Air Pollution

                        Requiring animal feeding operations to report their toxic emissions of ammonia and hydrogen sulfide will help community members better protect their health 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Equipment used to mine cryptocurrencies and powered by the Scrubgrass Generating Plant.]
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                            September 12, 2023
                        

                        Cryptocurrency Mining in Pennsylvania

                        Cryptocurrency companies are burning waste coal, shredded tires, and fracked gas.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Residents observe the fire consuming the TPC Group plant on Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019, in Port Neches, Texas. Two massive explosions 13 hours apart tore through the chemical plant and one left several workers injured. (Marie D. De Jesús / Houston Chronicle via AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Article
                            
                            March 6, 2024
                        

                        The Country’s Deadliest Chemical Plants are Now Required to Prepare for Extreme Weather

                        A new EPA rule protects nearly 180 million people at risk of chemical disasters. 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            document
                            
                            January 31, 2024
                        

                        Comments on the City of Everett Water Pollution Control Facility, NPDES Wastewater Discharge Permit

                        In renewing an NPDES permit, the Department of Ecology must address violations of water quality standards and the harm such violations cause to people, water, and aquatic life.



                    

                

            

            




	




	
		

	







	

		

	





	

	



		

	





	

	
	
								
		

			
			
	
		

	
		
						
							
			
						
			

	
								
		

			
			
	
		  

    Make Every Day Earth Day.


	





			
			
	
		
	In honor of Earth Day and the fight for the wild spaces we love, the air we breathe, the water we drink — any gift you make for the month of April will be matched $2:$1!
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				[image: Alyssa Anderson, a second-generation beekeeper, holds a baby bee in a California orchard.]
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    The Law Makes Change


	




	
		
	Stay informed on how we hold accountable those who break our environmental laws.
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